Is there a border crossing between Yanji and North Korea?

Yes. The closest official border crossing point from Yanji, China into North Korea is at Tumen. Tumen is located on the Chinese side of the border approximately 35km by road from Yanji. Tumen is considered to be one of the major border crossing points between China and North Korea. Information was located indicating that at this crossing point there is a bridge over the Tumen River and the road leads to the North Korean city of Namyang. Sources indicate that there are a total of 14 official border crossing points between the two nations.

The travel distance from Yanji to a close border crossing point in Tumen and then to Rajin is approximately 111 km. Sources indicate that Rajin is located 50 km from the border with China and is reachable via an unpaved road.

See Figure 1 for a map showing the locations discussed.
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2 'Distance from Rajin and Hunchun’ 2000, Microsoft Encarta Interactive World Atlas 2000 – Attachment 3.
2. Are Chinese nationals who are also ethnic Korean able to freely come and go across the border?

Yes. There is a sizeable Chinese community of Korean heritage (850,000 members\(^8\)) located in Yanji and the surrounding areas of the border with North Korea. Cross-border travel for tourist purposes and business has been conducted for years with some ease, including years 1991 to 2001.\(^9\) While border inspections are conducted by Chinese and North Korean officials at crossing points, several sources indicate that North Korea generally allowed Chinese tourists and traders to enter into North Korea for short stays using only a Chinese identity document prior to 2004.


The February 2010 article *Chinese Businesses Pour into N.Korea’s Rajin-Songbong* refers to improved border transiting conditions in recent years and notes that Chinese citizens have been visiting the area since the 1990s. While the article does not refer to specific documentation requirements, it says many past controls have recently been eliminated, including long waiting times at borders and restrictions on activities for Chinese going to the Rajin area.

Tim Johnson is a journalist who has travelled in North Korea and who is a knowledgeable source. He reported in 2006 on completing a journey to Rajin that: ‘For decades, North Korea has been the easiest foreign destination for the Chinese. Until last year, they didn’t even need passports.’ This statement indicates that it is likely that a Chinese identity card, such as a Hukou, was sufficient documentation for Chinese tourist to enter North Korea for short visits to Rajin.

A common border crossing point in these areas is the Quanhe-Wonjong border crossing. A 2005 article by the East Asia Forum on economic development in Rajin stated that negotiations were under way between Hunchun (China) local government officials and North Korean to upgrade the dirt road to Rajin. Subsequent reports state the road was still not paved by 2010. The article also stated that the North Koreans built a large customs facility at Wonjong to handle Chinese goods coming over the border going to port facilities in Rajin. Several reports indicate that the North Koreans are currently working to encourage Chinese and other foreign investment in Rajin to improve infrastructure and generate income.

3. **Would a Chinese national who is ethnic Korean have to register his presence in North Korea with local authorities if staying a few nights with a North Korean family?**

No information was located regarding regulations for Chinese to register their presence and intention to reside with a North Korean family during a stay in North Korea.

4. **Would it be even possible for a Chinese national to stay with a family in North Korea without applying for permission beforehand? Would that person be closely watched by security officials while there?**

No information was located indicating whether or not it is possible or permissible for a Chinese citizen to stay with North Korean family during a visit to North Korea. Any foreigner visiting North Korea is likely to be monitored to some extent by authorities. Most sources indicate that North Koreans are instilled by authorities with a strong aversion to foreigners.
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Western foreigners find it almost impossible to even engage a North Korean person in conversation.\(^\text{15}\) No information could be located indicating whether Chinese of North Korean ethnicity are able to interact with North Korean families more easily than others. The US DOS reports that North Korean society is rigidly monitored and controlled by multi-level system of informants and security checks on homes villages and entire communities.\(^\text{16}\) Under this system it is likely that a North Korean family would be required to report foreign guests staying overnight or risk inquiries from authorities.

5. **How would North Korean officials react to a Chinese national being found with the Bible and suspected of trying to evangelise North Koreans? Would that result in a detention of only 3 days or deportation or something more serious?**

Information on the treatment of Chinese visitors apprehended by authorities for distributing bibles in North Korea was not located. Numerous sources indicate that North Koreans engaging in unauthorised religious activity, including possessing bibles, are treated very harshly. Therefore, it is likely that, at a minimum, a Chinese person caught distributing bibles would be arrested, questioned, and deported.

The 2010 US Department of State reports that North Koreans engaging in proselytising activities or having contact with foreign missionaries who are proselytising, may be arrested and subjected to harsh treatment in prison. Ownership of bibles is illegal and may be punished by imprisonment or even execution.\(^\text{17}\)

While many sources warn that evangelising activities may result in death sentences, there is a large underground Christian community in North Korea, estimated by various sources to number greater than 100,000.\(^\text{18}\) It is possible that authorities draw a distinction in the punishment meted out for merely possessing a bible verses engaging in evangelical activities. Therefore, it is also conceivable that Chinese person could be questioned and deported and not be subjected to further penalties or harsher treatment.

Christian Today reported in August 2010 that North Korean authorities have executed leaders of Christian underground churches leading prayers in private homes. Participants in bible studies have been arrested and sent to prison labour camps. It also reports that a woman (presumably of North Korean nationality) was executed in 2009 for distributing bibles and ‘spying’. The article estimates that 400,000 North Koreans practice Christianity in hiding and risk arrest, torture and imprisonment if found. It also claims that 40,000 to 60,000 North Koreans are currently in prison due to their faith.\(^\text{19}\)

One dated report from 1997 was located that detailed the severe treatment of a North Korean woman found possessing a bible. When a bible dropped from her laundry basket she was arrested and interrogated for three months. She and her father were put on a public trial and
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sentenced for treason. They were both executed publicly.20 No recent examples of punishment for possessing a bible were located.

6. Are there many North Korean defectors living in this part of Jilin province?

Yes. Accurate figures are not available and the total number is a matter of debate. A number of reliable sources reported in 2000-2002 that the number of North Koreans living illegally in northeast China is estimated to number between 50,000 and 300,000.21 The most recent report located was an article published by Radio Free Asia, which reported on 3 March 2011, that 20,000 North Korean defectors live in border towns in Yangbian and a further 80,000 are estimated to live in other areas of China.22 The largest concentration of ethnic-Korean Chinese nationals live in the border areas of China’s Yanbian Autonomous Korean Prefecture.23 See Figure 1.

Several factors make it impossible to determine the exact number of North Korean defectors or migrants living in China. North Koreans crossing the border do not report to Chinese authorities and avoid contact, they often do not officially claim asylum fearing return, NGOs and churches refrain from reporting their estimates to protect migrants, and some North Koreans stay for short periods time and then return and repeat this cycle if they have family in both countries.24

A University of Warwick study estimates that 2.2 million ethnic Koreans with Chinese nationality live legally in China. Of these, approximately 854,000 lived in the Korean Autonomous Region of Yanbian. Yanji City has the highest concentration of ethnic Korean Chinese with an estimated 210,000 ethnic Koreans comprising a total population of 350,000.25

7. What is their status – are they considered as illegal immigrants or are they tolerated by Chinese authorities?

North Koreans crossing into China and staying are considered to be illegal ‘economic migrants.’26 By labelling North Koreans residing illegally in China ‘economic migrants’
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China sidesteps obligations to them as refugees as a signatory to the 1951 Convention on Refugees and the 1967 Protocol. Chinese authorities occasionally conduct sweeps for illegal North Korean migrants who are arrested and repatriated to North Korea. There have been periodic crackdowns on Chinese harbouring North Koreans and reward programs offered for turning in illegal North Koreans. Chinese employers are fined for employing North Koreans. These conditions place North Koreans in vulnerable positions and most take deliberate measures to hide from authorities.

8. Is there a lot of missionary activity by South Korean Christians or church ministers in that area? Is their presence in that area tolerated by Chinese authorities?

Yes. An August 2010 article in Foreign Policy reports that missionaries are very active in the Chinese border regions with North Korea. The article reports that environment is permissive enough on both sides of the border that even U.S. citizens are engaged in missionary activities specifically directed at North Korean communities over the border. It reports that while evangelising activities are forbidden, North Korean authorities knowingly permit missionaries to enter as ‘investors’ in orphanages and small business enterprises. The article reports that North Korea is aware that religious outreach is occurring, but permits this activity because of dire economic conditions in the area. In light of this report, it is possible that low key South Korean supported missionary activities are also tolerated on both sides of the border.

A 2007 New York Times article on South Korean missionary activities in North Korea reports that South Korean Christians have operated in Jilin province of China for decades. South Korean missionaries first became active during North Korean famines in the 1990s when refugees streamed across the border to China in search of food. The missionaries successfully converted many North Koreans and operated underground networks to move North Koreans over the border. While Chinese authorities did make arrests for proselytising, it is reported that these activities continue. A 2007 Time article reports that South Korean missionaries enter China under the guise of being researchers, or businessmen, so they won’t be imprisoned for proselytizing under Chinese laws.

A 2006 report by Crisis Group Asia stated that Chinese house churches have been actively supporting cross border relations with North Koreans for many years. A network of churches periodically moves North Koreans across the border either for temporary stays or
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permanently, and provides provisions to North Koreans during famine years. The report stated these activities were conducted with relative ease in a permissive environment.32
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